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We compute a set of generators of the ring of invariants for a set of straight 
lines in 3-dimensional projective space, using the symbolic method introduced 
by F. Grosshans, G.-C. Rota, and J. A. Stein in “Invariant Theory and Super- 
algebras” (Amer. Math. Sot., Providence, RI, 1987). A geometric interpretation of 
the invariants is given. (c7 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We use the notation in [2A, 91. In particular, we recall the following 
definitions and facts to be used in the special case dealt with in this paper. 
Let V be a vector space of dimension 4 over a field K of characteristic 
0. For a decomposable skew symmetric tensor t in the exterior algebra 
Ext( V), we define span(t) to be the subspace of V’ spanned by the vectors 
u such that t is divisible by II. Given a set of decomposable skew symmetric 
tensors {to, tb, . . . . t,} of step 2 in Ext( V), associate them with a set of 
2-dimensional subspaces S = {a, b, . . . . c} of k’, where a = span(t,) for all 
a E S, or, equivalently, with a set of straight lines in a 3-dimensional projec- 
tive space. 
Consider the ring of invariants under the general linear group of the 
above defined set of decomposable skew symmetric tensors (to, t,, . . . . tc }. 
Each invariant is a polynomial in the Plucker coordinates of these tensors, 
and it is homogeneous in each of t,, t,,, . . . . t,.. Therefore the ring of 
invariants of (to, t,, . . . . tc} is the same as the ring of invariants of 
{t:, CL, . . . . t:.} if span(t,) = span(tL) for each a E S. So we can unambiguously 
define the ring of invariants of the set of lines {a, b, . . . . c} to be that of 
([a, t,, . . . . t,}. 
Suppose IS/ = m. Let L be a set of positive letters consisting of m 
equivalence classes: 
L=L,,uL,u ... UL,.. 
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For each ~1 E S, the equivalence class L, contains infinite many equivalent 
letters of arity 2: 
L, = {a, 3 Q2, a32 “‘). 
Let the supersymmetric algebra Super[L] be the algebra generated by 
divided powers 
{x"'I.xEL,~EN). 
(Recall that x”), the ith divided power of the letter X, behaves algebraically 
as Y/i!.) The supersymmetric algebra SuperLL,] defined here is a special 
case of the algebra defined in [a]. 
Let [L] be the set of variables whose members are all monomials w in 
Super[L]. A variable in [L] is denoted by [IV]. The bracket algebra 
Bracket [L] of rank 4 is the quotient of the free commutative algebra 
generated by the variables in [LJ, subject to the congruence relations 
below, where W, IV’, w” are arbitrary monomials in SuperLL]. 
(1) [w] = 0 if length (M’) # 4, 
(2) the Exchange Identity 
1 [ww;,,][M’;2)W”] =c (- l)‘e”g’h(‘v(?l) [~~‘M’(I)][M’(2)\t”‘]. 
li.’ 5, 
A bracket [w] in Bracket[L] is a generalization of the notion of 
determinant. 
Let p be a monomial in Bracket[L], and let x be a letter in L. Denote 
by cont(p, X) the relative degree of x in p (with each divided power xl’) 
counted i times). The integer cont(p, x) is called the content of x in p. 
A monomial p is said to have right content if cont(p, x) equals either 0 or 
2 (the arity of x) for all letters x in L. 
The support of p, denoted by supp(p), is defined to be the set of letters 
occurring in p. 
Now consider Bracket[L] as a K-module. Let I be the submodule of 
Bracket[L] generated by all monomials which do not have right contents, 
as well as all the monomials [w,][w,] . [wk] such that 
C cont( [wi], x) > 2 
*-EL” 
for some 1~ id k and some a ES; i.e., one of the bracket factor [wi] 
contains more than two equivalent letters (this is forced by the Grassmann 
condition for decomposable tensors). Define the module Linear[L] to be 
the quotient of Bracket[L] by I. Denote F as the canonical map from 
Bracket [IL] to Linear[L]. The algebraic structure in Linear[L] is defined 
such that 
F(p) F(q) = F(m) 
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whenever elements p and q in Bracket [L] have disjoint supports; otherwise 
define F’(p) F(q) = 0. 
We shall identify p with its image in Linear[L]. But one should keep in 
mind the fact that a non-zero monomial p in Linear[L] must have the 
right content. It follows as a corollary of the results in [GRS] that there 
is a surjective linear map @ from Linear[L] to the ring of invariants of the 
set of lines S= {a, h, . . . . c} such that 
@(mm’) = G(m) @(ml) 
if m and m’ have disjoint supports. The definition of @ for the special case 
considered in this paper is simpler than that needed in the general case, 
since it does not depend on the choice of a linear ordering on L. We 
illustrate the definition of @ by examples. 
EXAMPLES. Suppose 
a = span(a,, a*), b = span(P,, P2), 
c = span(y,, y2), d=span(b,, &I, 
where ai, /?,, yi, 6; are vectors of V. Then 
@(r@‘b1*‘1)= Ca,azPIB*l? 
which is the determinant of the vectors a,, x2, /?,, /12 relative to a fixed 
basis of V, and 
In the next example there are equivalent letters a,, a, and cr, c2 
occurring in a monomial: 
We see that for a monomial p in LinearCL], the invariant a(p) is multi- 
linear if and only if p contains no different letters which are equivalent. 
2. GENERATORS OF THE RING OF INVARIANTS 
Let (I,, I,, . . . . I,,} be a set of 2k lines in a 3-dimensional projective space. 
Suppose 
li = span(u,, vi) 
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for 1 < i < 2k, where ui and vi are vectors. We denote by 
(L,l, ...lklk+l . . . lzk) the invariant 
(l,l*...lklk+l . ..l.k) 
=Csign(o,+,)sign(o,+,)...sign(o,,) 
.CUk-lUk--1~2k-l (~2k~,)~*k(~2k)lC~k~k~~~(~~~)~~+,(~~+l)l~ 
where the sum ranges over all permutations cri of the set {u;, u,}, for all 
k + 1 d i < 2k. This defines a multilinear invariant in the Plucker coor- 
dinates of lines I,, I,, . . . . l,,. For example, 
(114)= C~I~I%UJ~ 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let S = {a, b, . . . . c} be a set of m lines in a 3-dimensional 
projectiue space. TO each subset (I,, I,, . . . . lzk} of S associate an inuariant 
(1, . ..lklk., . . . I,,) defined above. Then these invariants, altoghether 
(m/2) + (m/4) + . . + (m/2[m/2] ) of them, form a set of generators of the 
ring of inuariants for the set of lines S. 
The following statement gives the symbolic version of the proceeding 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let each of m equivalence classes L,, L,, . . . . L, contain 
infinitely many positive letters of arity 2. To each 2k-subset {I,, 12, . . . . I,,} of 
{a, b, . . . . c}, associate a class of bracket monomials in Linear[L]: 
{[x:*)x ~+I~~+21C~~2~~~+~~~+~l~~~~~~‘~~~~~+IlI~,~~~,, lGi<zk}. 
Then the monomials in the aboue (m/2) + (m/4) + ... + (m/2[m/2]) classes 
form a set of generators of the algebra Linear[L]. 
We can see that under the linear operator @, each monomial in the 
above classes is mapped to the invariant (1, ... lklk+, . . . l,,). 
Let x1, x2, . . . . xzk be letters in L; we denote by (x, . ..xkxk+r ...xZk) the 
following monomial in Linear [ L] : 
bIx*...xkxk+l . ..XZk) 
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The proof of Theorem 2 needs the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Monomials of the form (x, x2 . . . xkxk + , . x,,), where 
XI 9 x2 2 ..., X2k are any letters in L, and where k is an arbitrary positive 
integer, form a set of generators of the algebra Linear[L]. 
ProojY Let [x,u][x,u] be a monomial in BracketCL], where X, EL 
and U, v are monomials in Super[L] of length 3. By the Exchange Identity, 
we have 
Let m = [w 1] [ w2] . . . [wk] be a monomial in Linear[L]; by applying the 
above identity repeatedly we can express m as a polynomial in monomials 
in Linear[L] of the form 
[x(,%,] [x:“Uz] . . . [xpu,], 
where u,, u2, . . . . uk are monomials in Super[L] of length 2. So we may 
assume that the monomial m is of the above form. 
We use induction on k to prove that m is actualy a polynomial in 
monomials (XI “‘xkxk+I ‘.‘&), 
When k = 1, we have m = [x~~‘x~‘] = (x,x2). 
Suppose that k > 1 and m does not have any factor m’ E Linear[L]; we 
may write 
m= [x~*‘ylz1][x~)y2z2] ‘.. [xy)ykzk], (1) 
where the multiset {y,, zr, . . . . y,, zk} is (2 .xk+ 1, 2 .xk+ 2, . . . . 2. X2k) for 
some k different fetters xk + , , xk + 2, . . . . xzk in L, and where yj # zi for each i. 
In considering the properties 
[xj2’y;z,] [xyy,z,] = [xy’y,z,] [xj2’y,z,] 
and 
[$)y,z,] = [xyz, Yi], 
we may relabel the indices of letters x,, x2, . . . . xk in expression (1) such 
that m can be written as 
m = [x(‘~.u 1 k+lXk+2~~X~2)Xk+2Xk+31 ..’ [Xi2)X2kXk+11 
= (x1 ‘.‘xkxk+, . ..xzk). 
This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
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Let p be a bracket polynomial in Linear[L] which is a sum of 
monomials pi, each having the same number k of bracket factors. We say 
that p is T-vanishing, in symbols 
p i 0, 
if p is a polynomial in non-zero bracket monomials of Linear[L] which 
has less than k bracket factors. This notation proves convenient in 
Theorem 2, where in the proof we use induction on the number of bracket 
factors of a non-zero monomial in Linear[L]. 
LEMMA 2. For each permutation CJ E S,, we have 
(x1x2~~~xkxktl . ..XZk) 
k 
- 
si!do)(x~(l)xo(2) ‘. . %(2) ” xo(k)xo(k +,) ‘. Xo(2k)) = O. 
Proof It is sufficient to prove the following three identities: 
(x1 . ‘. xixi+ 1 ‘.‘xkxk+l “‘X2k) 
+(x1 “‘xj+,x;‘.xkwxk+l .“+k) ‘0, 
(X1X2~~~XkXk+lXk+2~~~X2k) 
+(x,x,‘..x,+,XkXk+~..‘X2k)’ 0, 
(XI . ..XkXk+-I... xk+ixk+i+l “‘X2k 1 
+(x, ‘.‘xkxk+, ~~~xk+j+~.-tk+i~~~x2k) 2 0. 
To prove identity (2) we write 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(x1 . ..x.xi+ 1 “‘xkxk+, ..‘,$J,) 
= [xj2)x k+iXk+i+1~~X~Z+)1Xk+,+IXk+r+21P~ 
then from the Exchange Identity we get 
[x12’i k+i~k+i+ll[X~Z+)l~k+z+l~k+i+21P 
= ~x~2~x~z+)~~~~~~;++-xk+ixk+i+2~~ 
k 0. = 
The leftmost dotted expression equals 
[xj2)x k+iXk+i+ll[X!Z+)l Xk+rClXk+i+2 P 1 
+ [Xi2)Xk +i+2Xk+i+11[X~2+)1Xk+i+LXk+ilP 
+ ~X~2’X~2~i+II~X~Z+)IXk+iXk+i+21P 
+ ~x~2)xk+ixk+;+21~~~2+)~~~2~;+~1 P 
’ (x, . ..x.x,+, .“xkxk+l “‘x,,)+ (x, “.xj+,xj..‘xkxk+, .“x,,), 
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and therefore 
k 
(x1 . ..x.xi+, . ..xkxk+. ...XZk)+(X, ‘.‘Xi+,X;‘..XkXk+, . ..XZk) = 0, 
as desired. 
To prove identity (3) we write 
(Xl x2 “‘xkxk+ ,xk+2 I.. x2/,) = [xi2h k+lXk+21[X~2)X2kXk+,I~~ 
From the Exchange Identity we obtain 
0 L -[X(12)X2kXk+2][XpX~2~1]p 
2.z [,q’i k+lXk+21b?X2k~k+lIP 
= [xyx k+ lxk+21[ x!?x2kxk+,Ip+ [X;2)XkXk+21[X~2~,x2kXkIP 
= x,x2 ( “‘XkXkfiXk+2 ‘.‘X2k)+(X,X2”‘Xk+,XkXk+2.“X2k). 
To prove identity (4) we write 
(Xl ~~~xkxk+I ‘..Xk+;Xk+i+l “.X2k) 
= [xi? lxk+i- lXk+rI[X(2)X k+tXk+i+lXk+r+lXk+i+2 P. 1 
Using the Exchange Identity we get 
The left most dotted expression equals 
cxlz’ lXk+i-lXk+rI~X~2)Xk+iXk+r+lI~X~Z+)lXk+r+lXk+i+2IP 
+ [x(“, xk +i-lXk+i+lI~X~2)Xk+rXk+i+lI~X~Z+)lXk+iXk+i+21P 
+ ~X!~lXk+r-lXk+iI~X~2)X~~j+lI~X~Z+)lXk+iXk+r+21P 
f [xj”, .%-k +i- ,Xk+i+lI~X~2)X~2~jI~Xj2+),Xk+r+,Xk+i+21P 
k (x = 1 ‘..xkxk+l ‘..Xk+iXk+i+, ‘.‘X2k) 
+(x, ‘..xkxk+I ‘..Xk+i+lXk+i. ..X,k)Y 
so the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of the above two lemmas. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let m = [wl][w2] ... [wk] be a monomial with k 
bracket factors. We take induction on k to prove the theorem. 
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When k = 1, we know m = [x’,~‘x’,*‘] =(x1x2) for some letters xi and x2 
in L. 
Suppose that m is a polynomial in monomials of the form mentioned in 
Theorem 2 whenever k < k,. 
Assume k = k,. If m is T-vanishing, then m is also a polynomial in the 
same monomials. Therefore we may assume that m is not T-vanishing. By 
Lemma 1 we may assume 
for some letters x1, x2, . . . . xzk in L. If xi and xk+ i are two equivalent 
letters, then by definition of the algebra Linear[L J, 
Therefore by Lemma 2 the monomial m is not T-vanishing only if no two 
of the letters x,, x2, . . . . x2k are equivalent. Furthermore, since our objective 
is to find the generators of the algebra Linear[L], by Lemma 2 it is 
sufficient to add one of the monomials from the set 
{ tx,(l) . ’ x,(k)-x,(k + I) . X,(Zk,) 1 CT E &k > 
to the set of generators of Linear[L]. Therefore the proof is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
3. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF THE INVARIANTS 
Let { 1,) I,, . . . . I,,} be a set of 2k lines in a 3-dimensional projective space. 
Suppose that they are in a general position, and suppose 
I,= SPaMu,, u,), 
where ui, vi are vectors for each 1 < id 2k. 
Let P be a point on the line lk+ ;, where 1 < id k - 1. We define a linear 
transformation A i: I, + 1 + fk + i + , by letting 
where the join operator v and the meet operator A are defined as in [ 11. 
The line joining the two points P and A,(P) intersects the line fi. Similarly 
we define a linear transformation A, : f2k + /k + , by setting 
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Consider the following composition of linear transformations Ai: 
i.e., starting from a point P on lli+ , and proceeding in clockwise direction, 
get a point Q=AkO ... oA,oA,(P) on I,,, as in Fig. 1. A simple computa- 
tion gives 
Q=Ako ... oA,oA,(P) 
= C~~,~,~~+*lC~k+2~2~ZUk+31~~~ CQk~k~k4+ll4c+ 1. 
On the other hand for each 1 < id k - 1, we may define a linear transfor- 
mation Bi: I, + ; + I + I, + ; by setting 
B;(P)=(P v UiVi) A (uk+juk+J= [Pui”idk+i]tik+i. 
Thus, Bi is a linear map from lk+i+ r to lk+, such that the line joining the 
two points P and B,(P) intersects the line Ii whenever P is point on lk+i+ r. 
Finally, we define a linear transformation B, : 1, + , + IZk by setting 
B,(P) = (P v ukuk) A (QQ~) = Cf’u,~,hl&. 
Consider now the composition of the linear transformations B, , BZ, . . . . B, : 
B,oB,o . . . o B/c: I,,, -$h+,t 
i.e., starting from a point P on 1, + , and proceeding in counterclockwise 
direction, get a point Q’ = B, 0 B2 0 . 0 Bk( P) on 1, + 1 as in Fig. 2. We have 
I ktl 
FIG.. 1. Start from point P on I,, , and proceed in clockwise direction, get a point 
Q=A,o cA,oA,(P) on I,,,. 
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12 
FIG. 2. Start from point P on Ik + , and proceed in counterclockwise direction, get a point 
Q’=B,oB,o I.’ oB,(P) on I,,,. 
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i.e., 
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which states that the invariant (II I, . . . Ik I, + , . . . Ilk) vanishes if and only if 
A,o . . . “ApA,( -B,oB,o ... oB,JP) 
for all points P on lk + , , which gives 
(Ako ... oA,oAI)‘(P) 
=- A,o . . . oA20A,~BpBp ... oB,(P). (5) 
Since Aio B, is the identity map from the projective line lk+ i+I to itself, the 
map on the right-hand side of (5) is also the identity map. Hence 
(Ako ... o A20 A,)’ is the identity map from the projective line I,, , to 
itself. This condition is also suffkient in order that the invariant 
(11 . ..hLi+. . . I,,) vanishes, whenever the lines I,, 12, . . . . lZk are in a general 
position. 
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